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Did the authors write several articles on the topic, and do they have the qualifications to become experts in their field? Can you contact them? Do they have a social media profile? Do other authoritative individuals refer to these sources or authors? Books: What has a review saying about it? What do you know about publishers/sponsors? Are they respected? Are they responsible for the content? Are they selected about what they
publish? See their other content. Do these other articles usually seem reliable? Do writers or organizations have bias? Does bias make sense in relation to your argument? Is it the purpose of the content to inform, entertain, or disseminate the agenda? Are there commercial purposes? Are there ads? When are sources published or updated? Are there any dates shown? Does the date of publication make sense in relation to the
information submitted to your argument? Does the source also have a date? Is it reissued? If so, from where? If it is reproduced, is it done with permission? Copyright/disclaimer included? Oxford University Standard for Legal Authority Quotes (OSCOLA) is a style guide that provides modern methods of legal quotes in the United Kingdom; the style itself is also referred to as OSCOLA. First developed by Peter Birks of the University of
Oxford Faculty of Law, and now in its 4th edition (2012, Hart Publishing, ISBN 9781849463676), it was adopted by most law schools and many law publishers in the United Kingdom. Online supplements (developed for a third edition) are available for excerpts of international legal cases, not covered in the main guide. [1] Cases shall be cited without a period in the name or name of the report. If there is a neutral quote, which generally
occurs after 2001 or 2002, citing it before the 'best' report: Legal Report (AC, QB, Ch etc.), or WLR or All ER. Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co [1893] 1 QB 256 Transfield Shipping Inc v Mercator Shipping Inc (The Achilleas) [2008] UKHL 48, [2009] 1 AC 61 When you quote something for the second time, you can quote something for the second time, ablution In footnotes referring back to specific pages and other footnotes, this would
be, Carlill (n 12) 854 The Achilleas (n 13) [12] N.B. Bracket references mentioned above for notes or pages in advance may be interrupted if the editor sows new references in the article before bracket reference. In the case of the European Union, Case 240/83 Procureur de la République v ADBHU [1985] ECR 531 For European Human Rights Court cases, Omojudi v UK (2009) 51 EHRR 10 Journal and Article book Journal, book etc.
should be quoted with the author's name as shown in the works in Roman, without duration (full stop). If the journal doesn't have a volume number in a row, the year should be shown in square brackets, as in the second instance. Alison L Young, 'In Defense Due Deference' (2009) 72 MLR 554 Paul Craig, 'Theory, 'Pure 'Pure' and Values in Public Law' [2005] PL 440 Books according to the same pattern. Note the order is The Author
Page, Title (Edition, Publisher Year). Joseph Raz, Legal Authority: Essays on Law and Morality (2nd edn, OUP 2009) If the title and subtitle have nothing in between, the colon should be used to separate them. The chapter in the edited book will be quoted as follows. Justine Pila, 'Author Value in The Digital Environment' at William H Dutton and Paul W Jeffreys (eds), World Wide Research: Reshaping the Sciences and Humanities in
the Century of Information (MIT Press 2000) The UK Legislative Legislative Assembly should always be written in Roman with the year in the end. This section is shortened without any period. The Employment Rights Act 1996, the EU legislation S 86(1)(a) shall be as follows. Council Directive 2001/29/EC 22 May 2001 on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society [2001] OJ L167/10
Hansard and Parliament reported HC Deb 3 February 1977, vol 389, cols 973-76 Joint Committee on Human Rights, Legal Scrutiny: Equality Bill (second report); Digital Economic Bill (2009-10, HL 73, HC 425) 14-16 See also Quotes legislation united Kingdom The Bluebook: a AlWD Uniform System Quotes Reference Law Cases ^ OSCOLA 2006: Citing The International Legal Resources Section (PDF). Law.Ox.ac.uk. Faculty of
Law, University of Oxford. 2006. Archived (PDF) from the original on 8 June 2017. Receptioned 3 December 2017. OSCOLA's external links to screencast website identification to OSCOLA Online Tutorial from Cardiff University Taken from OSCOLA are abbreviated names for Oxford Standard for Legal Authority Quotes. It is a style used by many students to refer authorities, legislation and other legal materials. It is widely used in law
schools and by journal publishers and books in the UK and abroad. The fourth edition of OSCOLA is available to buy in bookstores and online, with downloadable reference guides available from the Oxford University Website, Faculty of Law. How to reference OSCOLA OSCOLA invites you to follow two gold rules when citing legal authorities. The first is consistent and the second is consideration for the reader. Legal writing is
considered more persuasive when you refer to legal matters in a clear, consistent and acrifix manner. This important part has an easy way to identify your resources. OSCOLA does not use endnotes or quotes in text. Instead, all quotes appear as footnotes. Longer works such as books and Also include quotes in the table of cases and legislation, as well as bibliography. Citing this OSCOLA quote generator For Me to take the hassle
out of legal reference by providing you with An Oxford standard for legal authority quotes within seconds. Seconds. Use This Cite To Me mobile app or online tool and has the whole thing done for you quickly, accurately and consistently. OSCOLA refers to the example of Footnote: Stella Cottrell, Guidebook of Study Skills (Palgrave Macmillan 2013). Examples of bibliographies: Cottrell S, Study Skills Handbook (Palgrave Macmillan
2013) Cite This for Me is free for all users to get started. Already have an account with RefMe? No problem, just log in with your existing account today. Start Quoting a Reference book, journal, website and more in just one click with This Cite For Me for the web, or use the Cite This For Me app with your phone's camera to generate accurate references overnight! Give the party name, followed by a neutral quote, followed by a legal
reporting quote (e.g. AC, Ch, QB). If there is no neutral quote, give a quote of The Legal Report followed by the courts in brackder. If the case is not reported in the Legal Report, quote all ER or WLR, or fail a specialist report. Corr v IBC Vehicles Ltd [2008] UKHL 13, [2008] 1 AC 884 R (Roberts) v Parole Board [2004] EWCA Civ 1031, [2005] QB 410 Page v Smith [1996] AC 155 (HL) When determining, giving the number of
paragraphs in the square bracket at the end of the quote. If the judgment does not have a paragraph number, provide the pinpoint page number after the court. Pemanggil v Gray [2001] EWCA Civ 1117, [2001] 1 WLR 2112 [42], [45] Bunt v Tilley [2006] EWHC 407 (QB), [2006] 3 Semua ER 336 [1]-[37] R v Leeds County Court, ex Morris [1990] QB 523 (QB) 530-31 Jika memetik hakim tertentu: Arscott v Pihak Berkuasa Arang Batu
[2004] EWCA Civ 892, [2005] Env LR 6 [27] (Undang-undang LJ) Akta KetuaNan Manusia 1558 Akta Hak Asasi Manusia 1998, s 15(1)(b) Perintah Kelakuan Tidak Senonoh (Pindaan Umur Minimum) 2004, SI 2004/3166 Versi Perjanjian Disatukan ke atas Kesatuan Eropah [2004, SI 2004/3166 Versi Perjanjian Disatukan pada Kesatuan Eropah [2004/3166 Versi Disatukan Perjanjian Kesatuan Eropah [2004/316608] Peraturan Majlis
OJ C115/13 (EC) 139/2004 mengenai kawalan kepekatan antara akujanji (Peraturan Penggabungan EC) [2004] OJ L24/1 , art 5 Cases C–176/03 Commission v Council [2005] ECR I–7879 , level 47-48 Omojudi v UK (2009) 51 EHRR 10 Osman v UK ECHR 1998-VIII 3124 Balogh v Hungary App no 47940/99 (ECHR, July 20, 2004) Simpson v UK (1989) 64 DR 188 Footnotes - used to show power for previous texts or ideas. There
will be superscript numbers in the text that match the relevant authorities at the bottom of the page. Bibliography - is located at the end of the job, and includes a categorized list of all the resources used in the work. A full explanation of the bibliography can be found at the end of this guide. Under OSCOLA's guidelines, each authority should be consistently and uniformly quoted. Different categories of resources are quoted in different
formats. example given, some general rules should be mentioned: Footnotes must appear after the relevant punctuation mark in the text, except for clarity it is necessary to put directly following the word or phrase If the quoted phrase/idea is inside Footnotes supposedly before the closure of bracke marks in quotes are minimal, For example, UKHL instead of the U.K.H.L. Footnotes should be covered with a full stop of book titles and
the name of the case is to be semi-colon italicised can be used to separate references to two different sources in quotes of footnotes longer than three rows should be presented in the indented paragraph without quotation marks Repeat referrals and cross referrals when referring briefly and give a crossword quote in a bracke that directs the reader to the corresponding number of footnotes. In the example below, the quote is used in
the 4th footnote, hede the next quote instructs the reader to note the footnote. Initial quote: John Roberts, Understanding the Law. (Oxford University Press 1990) Next quote: Roberts (n 4) If the next quote is directly according to the previous quote, you can use ibid. Initial quote: John Roberts, Understanding the Law. (Oxford University Press 1990) Directly the following, the following quotes: ibid. You can insert a page number
following a cross-reference or ibid to quote another page of the same authority. Example of footnotes In text: 'Crimes of various acceptable marginal business behaviours interview criminal restrictions and derogatory breeds for it, at least among rational actors, Most white-collar offenders are.23 In footnotes: 23 Michael E Tigar, 'It's A Crime But Not a Time: Corporate Criminal Liability in Federal Law' (1990) Am. J. Crim. L. 17,211
Bibliographic guidelines and examples of Bibliography should be divided into three main parts of bibliography : Legal schedule The schedule of bibliographic cases of secondary sources of the legislative schedule shall include all agreements, conventions, legislation and stabbed instruments cited. This should be ordered in alphabetical order with the first important word of the title. You can choose to separate the legislation by
jurisdiction. The case schedule of the case shall include any cases cited in the workplace. This should be listed in the alphabetical order of the first important word. You can choose to separate cases by jurisdiction. Bibliography Bibliography should include all secondary sources cited in works in alphabetical order. References in bibliography for all sources will be similar to references in footnotes, in addition to a small difference in the
formatting of the author's name. Footnote: First name, surname - John Smith Bibliography: Second name, initial first name - Smith, J. OSCOLA Sample References Guidelines below give examples of the necessary quotes in footnotes, so remember to make the necessary amendments to the author's name in the The main source of the UK Case When referring the case as an authority, you must give the full name of the case with his
neutral quote. Case names should always be in italix both in text and in footnotes, but not in nettleship v Weston bibliography [1971] 2 QB 691 Partridge v Crittenden [1968] 1 WLR 1204 If you have actually said the full name of the case in text, only subsequent information is required in footnotes. For the examples above, footnotes will only read [1971] 2 QB 691 [1968] 1 WLR 1204 If you refer to an accurate paragraph/judgment path,
pinpoint references to the relevant section of the judgment shall follow the quote. Partridge v Crittenden [1968] 1 WLR 1204 [1]-[37] The year of the case can be in round brackets or square according to the style of legal reporting, using the corresponding style. The UK Legislative Legislation should be cited using its title and short year. Short title | The Sale of Goods Act 1979 Of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 Refers to certain
sections of the legislation, comma ants with the following sections. Sale of Goods Act 1979, Environmental Protection Act 3 1990, schedule 2 OF UK Chartered Instruments requires name, year and number of SI. Name | year | SI Number of The Transfer of Tribunal Functions 2010, Order SI 2010/22 Education (Recognized Bodies) 1997, SI 1997/1 EU Case Number | case name | [years]| abbreviation Report | first page Case 26/62
Van Gen den Loos v Nederlandse Administratie Der Belastingen [1963] ECR 1 Case 6/64 Costa v ENEL [1964] EU Legal Agreement and protocol ECR 585 &lt;Legislation=&gt;| [year] | &amp; lt;OJ series=&gt; | &lt;issue irst= page= consolidated= version= of the= treaty= on= european= union= [2008]= oj= c115/13= directives,= regulations,= decisions,= recommendations= and= opinions=&gt;&gt/issue;&gt; &lt;Legislation type=&gt;|
number | title | [year] | OJ L issue/direction of the first Page Council 2000/78/EC 27 November 2000 establishes a general framework for the same treatment in employment and employment of the European Court of Human Rights Case You may quote a formal report, or judgmental report and decision. Just keep you consistent with your approach. Ireland v UK Application No 5310/71 (ECtHR, 25 January 1976) Cases and legislation
from other jurisdictions This should be cited as it is quoted in their own jurisdiction. West v Barnes 2 US 401 (1791 Kerryn Mitchell v Queen [2015] NZCA 643 Secondary source book with an author, | title | (edition, | publisher, | year) Robert Stewart, Land Law, (3rd edition, Oxford University Press, 2013) James Mattey, Quantity Survey, (2nd edition, Butterworths, 2012) Books with two authors 1 and Author 2, | title | (edition, |
publisher, | year) Roger Sexton and Barbara Bogusz, Land Law, (Oxford University Press, 2010) Books with three authors Author 1, Author 2 and Author 3 | title | (edition, | publisher, | year) Stephen Mayson, French Derek and Christopher Ryan, Mayson, France &amp; Ryan on Company (18th edition, Blackstone 2001) Books with four or more authors Author 1 and others, | &lt;/Legislation&gt;&lt;/OJ&gt;&lt;/Legislation&gt;
&lt;/Legislation&gt;&lt;/OJ&gt;&lt;/Legislation&gt; | (edition, | publisher, | year) Harry Root and others, Management and Ethics (5th edition, Blackwells, 2002) Author Articles, | 'Title' | [year] | volume | journal name or abbreviation | First site of Matthew Gibson's article, 'Getting their act together? Implement statutory reform of the offence against that person' [2016] 9 Crim LR 597 Ian Dawson, 'Corporate rescue by vertical rescuers -
traps for the unhealthy' [2016] 29(6) Insolvency Intelligence 81 Hansard - House of Commons debates HC Deb | date, | volume, | column HC Deb 4 November 2004, vol 290, col 400 Hansard - House of Lords debate hl Deb | date, | volume, | column HL Deb 24 March 2001, vol 50, col 222 Public Bills Committee Title Bill followed by Deb | date, | Health column Bill Deb 22 June 2002, cols 99 Websites and blogs If there is no author,
start quotes with the title. If there is no publishing date, give the date you accessed it. Author | 'Title' | (Website, date) | &amp; Website url=&gt;| accessed &amp;date&gt;Marilyn Stowe, 'Divorce petition: then and now' (Marilyn Stowe, August 1, 2016) accessed August 3, 2016 'European rights officials urge Turkey to cure the rule of law' (BBC, lt; &gt; August 3, 2016) access to August 3, 2016 Press Article 'Title' | newspaper | (City of
publication, date of publication) | page number - Robert Simmons, 'Protests held in Australia over animal abuse at Zoo' The Guardian (London, November 4, 2011) 22 Articles online newspaper Author, | 'Title' | newspaper | (City of publication, date of publication) | &amp;Website url=&gt;- Sarah Boseley, 'PrEP HIV drug: fight for limited NHS funds taking a consolidation turn' The Guardian (London, August 3, 2016) &amp; lt;https:
www.theguardian.com/society/2016/aug/03/prep-hiv-drugs-fight-for-limited-nhs-funds-takes-unedifying-turn=&gt;Kembali Over ^ ^&lt;/https:&gt; &amp; lt;Website&gt; &amp;lt;/date&gt;
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